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Abstract:
Liberalizations of international trade and improvements in
communication and information technologies allow companies to
organize around extensive multinational structures of cross-border
sourcing networks. In a freely interacting market setting multinational
enterprise is exposed to financial and economic risks that can be
monitored within conventional reporting systems and managed through
use of various derivative instruments. All the while, a dispersed
multinational structure can be vulnerable to disruptions caused by
changing economic conditions, competitive moves, and geopolitical
developments as well as natural disasters and terrorist events that are
difficult to forecast. Consequently, current risk management techniques
span from conventional gap analyses and quantitative value-at-risk
measures of market-related exposures to more qualitative assessments of
competitive exposures and low-frequency high-impact disaster events
based on scenario analyses. Hence, there is a need to consider risk
management approaches that integrate relatively transparent financial
exposures with the consequences of uncertain and hard-to-quantify event
risks. This paper outlines the contours of such a strategic risk management
framework incorporating conventional exposure measures and simulation
techniques to assess vulnerability and responsiveness in a turbulent global
setting.
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1

Introduction

As international trade is liberalized there has been a steady increase in commercial cross border transactions
that has opened for new ways to exploit scale and scope economies in multinational structures. The increased
cross border interaction imposes financial and economic exposures on multinational enterprise and the
associated increase in market dynamics requires that corporations respond effectively to changing
competitive conditions. Use of new communication and information technologies have reduced the meaning
of geographical distance and made it possible to coordinate planning, manufacturing, sourcing, distribution,
etc., across corporate entities dispersed throughout the globe. A globally networked organization can exploit
factor cost advantages and obtain access to regional competencies and diverse human resources. However,
the internationalization of corporate activities is also enforcing environmental, competitive, geo-political,
and man-made risk factors. Locating operational platforms in different overseas markets creates new
exposures including sovereign risks, natural phenomena, terrorism events, etc. There are a variety of risks at
play in corporations that operate in a global setting and management must try to cope effectively with all the
associated exposures.
This paper discusses different types of risk that expose multinational enterprise operating in a global context
and considers integrative approaches to manage the diverse exposures. The paper is structured as follows.
First, it provides an overview of different risk factors that may affect multinational business activities and
indicate ways to measure and monitor the associated exposures. Then an extended risk management process
is introduced to deal with the diverse exposures on an integrated basis and the potential for alternative risk
management solutions is considered. Finally, the paper outlines a strategic risk management perspective as
conducive to deal more effectively with multinational risk exposures under the turbulence of global market
environments.

2

Risk exposures and hedging

Risk can be conceived in various ways. A common interpretation in finance is based on variability in returns,
which renders the construct susceptible to measurement, e.g., indicated by the standard deviation in market
values. Another interpretation reflects adverse economic effects from different incidents, which is a common
approach in the insurance industry. A variation of this downside risk perspective considers failure to reach
upside potentials as equally important and interprets this as an opportunity cost. Risk can also be conceived
as the difference between expectations and actual outcomes thus seeing risk more as uncertainty. Hence, we
can define a risk factor as an environmental condition that gives rise to a risk exposure, i.e., the chance that
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some identifiable scenario may occur and inflict economic damage or impose opportunity cost on the
corporation. The most commonly recognized risk factors relate to changes in financial market prices.
Textbooks on multinational financial management typically relate risk exposures to earnings effects
associated with changes in future foreign exchange rates [1, 2]. The currency exposures arise when there is a
mismatch between foreign exchange rate denominated receivables and payables over time that make the
value conversion into the currency of accounting uncertain [3]. The field distinguishes between accounting
exposures that translate currency denominated assets and liabilities in the financial statements and future
cash flow effects of financial and commercial activities denominated in foreign currencies. Transaction
exposures derive from contractual obligations denominated in foreign currencies and operating exposures
relate to future effects on cash flows as changes in foreign exchange rates affect demand conditions,
international price developments, etc. Together transaction and operating exposures are referred to as
economic exposures comprising all future cash flow implications deriving from changes in foreign exchange
rates. Most registered transactions are relatively short-term in nature, such as booked trade transactions but
could also include medium-term payments associated with debt obligations, etc. Operational exposures, on
the other hand typically relate to estimates of future longer-term not yet booked commercial activities.
Interest rate exposures arise when there is a mismatch between the re-pricing dates of assets and liabilities
[3]. A corporation may generate cash from its current operations and obtain additional financing through
bank loans and securities issuance to fund different investment opportunities identified around the world. In
these cases the expected timing of future cash flows and the rate bases associated with the funding
instruments differ and hence constitute potential interest rate exposures. In principle these interest rate gaps
exist in all currencies in which the organization has engagements and the gap analysis ought to be performed
for each currency area. Duration measures provide the means to determine overall sensitivities to changing
market conditions as reflected in the interest rate level. The duration of the corporate equity position equals
the duration of assets minus the duration of liabilities and the effect on the market value of the equity
position (∆E) for a given change in the interest rate (r) can be determined as ∆E = -(DA - L/A x DL)/(1 + r) x
A

x

∆r [4]1. This implies that it is possible to extend duration analysis to comprise all material assets and

liabilities on the corporate balance sheet. The only condition is that it is possible to stipulate the future cash
flows that characterize the assets and liabilities and determine their indicative market values. In a
multinational enterprise, equity duration gaps should be considered for each of the currency areas in which it
operates. A simple way to assess the overall enterprise exposure is to aggregate the value effects of the
duration gaps across the currencies at prevailing foreign exchange rates and compare the aggregate effects to
net income and total equity to determine whether the exposure is reasonable.
1

DA indicates the duration of total assets, L is the market value of total liabilities, A is the market value of total assets,
DL is the duration of total liabilities, r is the current interest rate level, and ∆r indicates the percentage point change in
the interest rate level.
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Corporations engaged in international transactions are exposed to different financial and market related risk
factors caused by changes in foreign exchange rates, interest rate rates, securities prices, commodity prices,
etc. However, corporations can be exposed to many other important risk factors and there is a wide range of
factors to consider beyond the relatively narrow scope of financial risks. We may use a systematic risk
classification to consider different risk factors. One risk classification scheme separates risks into general
environmental risks, industry related risks, and company related risk [5]. The idea behind this framework is
to first analyze general environmental conditions and then gradually narrow the scope to focus on more firm
specific issues (Figure 1). Environmental risks comprise factors that characterize the physical context for
global business operations and trends in the overall socio-economic system including influences from natural
phenomena, man-made disasters, and terrorist events. Socio-economic developments comprise evolving
political sentiments, macroeconomic conditions, regulatory intervention, etc. Industry related risks influence
the competitive situation of the specific industrial context in which the corporation operates. This comprises
elements that are peculiar to the industry, such as, changing customer needs, actions of close competitors,
technological innovations, etc. Company related risks relate to internal conditions prevailing within the
organization itself as they are manifested, e.g., through the way work is organized, people are motivated,
decision are made, actions controlled, and so forth and include operational risk, documentation risk, and
commercial risk. The more we move towards these types of risk, the more difficult it becomes to measure the
associated exposures as return deviations and risk elements emerge more like uncertainty. Nonetheless, these
risk factors can be highly significant and consequently must be dealt with in the risk management process.
- please insert Figure 1 about here -

An alternative way to assess the potential simultaneous impact of multiple risk factors is captured by the
notion of value-at-risk (VaR) initially developed to obtain a single measure of the aggregate exposure of
many market related risks. VaR indicates the expected value outcome (loss) over a certain time period at a
given probability level (α), i.e., there is a likelihood of α percent that the loss will exceed VaR during the
time period. VaR can be determined on the basis of historical variance-covariance relationships between the
market value of assets and liabilities. If the prices reflect daily price quotes or value indications, the change
in market value corresponds to daily risk exposures although other time periods might be relevant to consider
as well2. The variance-covariance relationships between the market values of different international assets
and liabilities measured in the local currency of accounting comprise both interest rate fluctuations in the
2

Risk measures based of the standard deviation in the daily price quotes can be converted into comparable measures for
alternative time periods, e.g., σmonth = σday x (21)½, assuming 21 valuation days in a month corresponding to 252 trading
days per year.
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currency areas as well as concurrent changes in the foreign exchange rates. Hence, the resulting local
currency based risk measures incorporate both interest rate and currency risks as well as other price effects
deriving from changing business conditions, such as changes in default risk, market liquidity, etc. The valueat-risk concept depends on the chosen level of statistical significance as a lower level of significance
corresponds to a higher value-at-risk, i.e., a lower confidence level captures a more conservative risk
perception. Ninety percent of all observations in a normal distribution fall within a range spanning from 1.645σ to +1.645σ (σ = standard deviation, factor = 1.645). Hence, the lower range indicator determines the
outcome that reflects a 5% likelihood of occurring. Conversely, 98% of all observations in a normal
distribution fall within –2.326σ and +2.326σ, i.e., the lower indicator determines the outcome with a 1%
probability. Once the standard deviation of the value outcomes of a portfolio or an equity position is
determined and the level of significance chosen, the value-at-risk can be determined as VaR = Current
market value x factor x standard deviation [4]. This illustrates how it is possible to quantify an aggregate risk
exposure and develop a measure of a potential downside value loss associated with a given business portfolio
or equity position.
Other risk exposures caused by the failure of human and technological interactions in organizations,
including mistakes, fraud, computer breakdowns, etc., have received increased recognition. Country,
sovereign, and political risk factors are related to default risk but constitute additional concerns associated
with cross-border transactions and global operations as the corporation gets exposed to political, economic,
and legal systems outside the home country jurisdiction. Smaller casualty risks associated with accidents and
the like are typically covered on the basis of comprehensive insurance policies. As long as the risk events are
independent of each other, the underlying exposures are diversifiable across larger insurance portfolios and
the premiums can be determined probabilistically. Hence, large enterprises with substantial casualty
exposures may as well self-insure these risks possibly through the establishment of captive insurance
companies. If primary insurers or corporations have accumulated large exposures within similar types of
insurance risk they may cede part of their exposures to global reinsurance companies and the reinsurance
companies may in turn retrocede part of their exposures to other reinsurance companies to diversify the risk
across the international insurance market. However, catastrophe risks represent extreme loss potentials and
by definition are not independent since losses are highly correlated within geographical areas. Therefore,
catastrophe exposures are typically ceded in the reinsurance market as facultative treaties covering specific
risk factors. The reinsurance market typically deals in insurance layers where losses in excess of a deductible
are covered up to a maximum amount, the exhaustion point.
The catastrophe events may relate to extreme natural phenomena and involuntary man-made disasters as well
as terrorist incidents. A systematic assessment of these risks builds on preliminary analyses of the exposures.
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For example, reviews of historical loss records provide valuable background information to describe major
hazards, such as, floods, windstorms, earthquakes, etc., and the direct economic impact of identified hazards
can be determined from extensive computerized simulations or simpler scenario analyses. The resulting
exposure profiles can be used to assess possible mitigation efforts and alternative risk-transfer and financing
programs to cover residual exposures. The direct economic impact of disaster events may be determined
from simulation models based on information about potential hazard intensities, listings of exposed
economic assets, their vulnerability to the hazards, and the expected replacement cost of damaged assets [6].
A set of stochastic occurrence parameters describing possible hazard events can be used to perform Monte
Carlo simulations that describe the likely economic effect of the hazard events. The direct economic loss can
then be found by multiplying the asset inventory list with the average cost of each asset type3. In the case of
terrorism related events it is important to consider changing event patterns that evolve dynamically. Potential
terrorist incidents are driven by human ingenuity and are, therefore, difficult to predict although they can be
countervailed through foresight. Based on assumptions about possible terrorist hazards and predictions on
their frequencies and intensities vulnerability models can transpose these assumptions into simulated loss
estimates. Many strategic risks may employ comparable assessment techniques but are in some cases harder
to identify, quantify, and assess. The handling of relatively rare disaster events is a major caveat in risk
management because they are difficult to forecast. Disaster events could also relate to financial risks, e.g.,
when price structures change abruptly in completely unexpected ways or business confidence collapses as
witnessed occasionally in the global stock market. They could relate to political crisis such as sovereign
default events, mounting military actions, and civil unrest. They may also relate to major technology shifts or
extreme disaster scenarios of different kinds. The potential effects from natural and man-made disasters as
well as terrorism events can be assessed through the use of simulated risk scenarios, risk intensity patterns,
and identified asset vulnerabilities.
The multinational enterprise can only assume a certain level of risk retention across different risk categories
and will employ various financial hedging, risk-transfer, and management techniques to cope with excessive
exposures. The higher-level financial risks are relatively easy to cover in the derivatives markets for short to
medium-term time periods. Casualty risks may be covered through general policies obtained in the insurance
market often arranged as multi-line insurance policies. Higher risk layers related to specific hazards may be
ceded in the reinsurance market on an excess-of-loss basis possible through issuance of risk-linked securities.
For harder to quantify risk exposures hedging and risk-transfer may not be a viable route but could be
covered through general committed credit facilities and contingent capital instruments (Figure 2).
3

The calculation of the direct economic risk exposure (DER) can be formalized as DER = p x v x h x ICL, where p =
probability of the hazard event, v = vulnerability factor of capital asset, h = hazard intensity factor, and ICL = insured
capital loss or value at risk.
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- please insert Figure 2 about here -

However, there is a limit to the available risk-transfer instruments for very firm specific exposures.
Therefore, corporate management should consider natural internal hedges that may reduce these risk
exposures. For example, in the case of long-term movements in foreign exchange rates the associated
economic exposures might be reduced if production facilities are distributed across major currency areas. If
globally distributed manufacturing plants represent operational flexibility it might even be possible to exploit
favorable currency trends by shifting production volume between currency areas [7]. This constitutes real
option structures based on corporate asset configurations and the establishment of relevant options-related
flexibilities could prove tremendously valuable, for example, by establishing flexible sourcing channels that
allows for periodic shifts in factor supplies from different currency areas, etc. [8, 9].
Arguments for hedging
Corporations that ignore potential risk factors are hit harder when adverse events happen because they do not
expect the events and insufficient precautions are taken in advance. When potentially adverse events are
recognized before they happen and potential causes behind such events analyzed, the element of uncertainty
is vastly reduced [11]. It is argued that hedging should be pursued to ensure available cash for sound
investment propositions. If an institution with a given funding base is exposed to excessive risks, there is not
sufficient cash available for positive net present value projects, because the inherent bankruptcy risk requires
a larger financial buffer. This so-called under investment problem reduces the ability to optimize the
economic potential of the institution in the absence of risk management [12]. To the extent that earnings
volatility is reduced it will arguably lead to lower average cost of capital, which should expand the number
of viable business opportunities available to the corporation. It is further argued that hedging should be
pursued to the extent that it stabilizes relationships to essential stakeholders. A number of stakeholder groups
such as employees, customers, and partners establish idiosyncratic structural relationships to work closely
with the corporation and may not be able to readily trade and restructure these positions [13]. Hence, the
corporation may have a vested interest not to jeopardize these intricate relationships by maintaining an
erratic earnings development. This means that hedging should be pursued to ensure that financial resources
remain available at reasonable costs and that important commercial relationships are retained even when the
firm is exposed to unexpected and unforeseeable events. A recent comparable perspective argues that
hedging and risk management efforts can help reduce uncertainty and thereby improve conditions for
engaging in firm specific investment that can provide the basis for improved economic performance and
excess returns [14].
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3

Risk management and alternative risk-transfer

Risk management formally starts with the identification of significant risk factors that might cause business
disruption, create new business opportunities, and expose the value of corporate assets and liabilities [15].
Then the vulnerability to the identified risks, including financial market factors, socio-economic
developments, competitive moves, natural disasters, terrorist acts, etc., are analyzed. Measures of potential
adverse value effects can provide a basis to assess the effectiveness of risk mitigation efforts and benefits
from hedging through engagement in derivative instruments, insurance contracts, risk financing, etc. This
risk measurement framework is used to monitor developments in economic exposures and assess changes in
the risk environment that may require new responsive actions and a reassessment of contemporary risk
factors (Figure 3). The entire risk management approach should be conceived as an ongoing process. Since
environmental conditions continue to change, the profile of the institution’s risk exposures is likely to change
dynamically and, therefore, should be updated on a regular basis.
- please insert Figure 3 about here -

Many financial exposures can be covered by trading in financial futures, options, and various over-thecounter derivatives including forward rate agreements, currency and interest rate swaps, credit default swaps,
etc. This kind of hedging can lock-in future prices and shield against market volatility for intermediate time
intervals, say within the accounting year and in some cases even longer. This kind of hedging can fix future
price relationships at prevailing futures and options prices that reflect general market expectations. However,
for a corporation to gain abnormal returns it must take a view on future price developments that differs from
other market participants, and be right about it. The fixing of future price levels through engagement in
financial derivatives can diminish unpleasant fluctuations in corporate earnings but in dynamic business
environments, corporations are exposed to other factors that are beyond the transparency of traded markets.
Many risk factors are idiosyncratic to the individual corporation and its specific resource endowment and
consequently cannot be covered through use of derivatives and conventional hedging techniques but require
other risk management approaches, such as, real options reasoning and responsive behaviours.
Casualty, catastrophe, and terrorism risk
A central feature of catastrophe risk exposure is that the insurance premiums associated with these events are
sensitive to the uncertainty surrounding the loss calculations of hazard exposures. Hence, it is noted that the
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relative price of insurance increases exponentially for higher risk layers [16]. This is so because it is
comparatively easier to predict higher frequency events in lower risk layers than infrequent events in higher
risk layers where the level of uncertainty can be extreme. Whereas these observations apply to all types of
catastrophe risks, the uncertainty element is more pronounced in the case of natural phenomena and terrorist
incidents. Since terrorist events are caused by willful human actions, the catastrophe events do not
necessarily follow common routines or patterns but change character as terrorists try to adapt to changing
conditions. This human element is peculiar to terrorism risk and makes it difficult to use historical event data
for actuarial loss estimations. The focus of terrorist activities may converge toward more remote and less
protected geographical regions where terrorists may target economic or symbolic facilities. This would
predict a future pattern of smaller but more frequent events across many geographical regions. Multinational
enterprises are often exposed to such risks and need to take precautions against threats to overseas facilities
and personnel. On the other hand, the geographic dispersion of productive assets, human resources, and
business activities also helps diversify the exposures.
Terrorist events may also diverge from more conventional uses of explosives towards suicide bombings,
smaller missile based attacks, etc., all of which have happened in different parts of the world. Whereas these
forms of terrorism entail smaller direct economic exposures, they have potential secondary economic effects
to the extent they are able to break business confidence and affect public morale. Other possible means of
terrorism might be aimed towards extreme uses of nuclear, biotechnological, and chemical (NBC) agents.
This requires a higher level of technical skill, which makes the occurrence less likely at least in the near
term. However, the uncertainty associated with the economic effects of these types of events is high.
Consequently, mega-terrorist acts may be less likely to occur while smaller incidents could happen more
frequently across different geographical regions. In the case of relatively well-defined small to medium sized
terrorism exposures, there is a reasonable chance that, e.g., reinsurance contracts, risk-linked securities, and
cat-bonds can be tailored to deal with these risks [17]. Recent examples of alternative risk-transfer solutions
to terrorist exposures is FIFA’s cover for cancellation of the 2006 World Cup and the Swiss Re sponsored
Vita Capital cover for excess mortality risk. FIFA obtained cover through risk-linked securities issued by a
special purpose vehicle, Golden Goal Finance Ltd., created to securitize FIFA’s expected revenues from the
World Cup arrangement and secure repayment of prepaid amounts in case of cancellation, abandonment, or
curtailment of the scheduled World Cup arrangement. The relevant risk-transfer instruments to consider in
relation to catastrophe and terrorism events include reinsurance contracts, risk-linked securities, contingent
capital, and committed credit facilities. The reinsurance market for catastrophe risk is well developed, but
market conditions are influenced by recent loss experiences and premiums for higher risk layers can become
excessively expensive. However, the emergence of new risk securitization techniques provides additional
risk-transfer capacity in the capital market.
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Competitive and strategic risks
Adopting a real options perspective can facilitate the identification of firm specific flexibilities that increase
the corporation’s ability to avoid downside risk and exploit upside business potential. It can also provide an
analytical framework to support resource-committing decisions under uncertainty. It has been argued that
flexible manufacturing facilities located in major currency areas constitute options to switch production
across the most cost effective locations in the multinational network. Derivative instruments provide multiple
risk-transfer opportunities for all conceivable market risks whereas the introduction of real options provides
a new perspective to handle firm specific economic and strategic exposures. The real options perspective was
initially inspired by the identification of growth options in conjunction with capital budgeting exercises.
There was a realization that conventional investment analysis ignored potential follow-up investments as
projects could develop competencies to support future strategic initiatives. Investing to gain knowledge
about new markets and subsequent entry into them can create growth options that allow the corporation to
enter other related markets at later points in time. Initial investment in new business activities can also allow
the corporation to exit and re-enter related markets as conditions change. The discounted cash flow
methodology adopted to calculate project values usually conceived investment alternatives as predetermined
paths implying either-or investment decisions, which ignores incremental value associated with flexibilities
related to the structure and timing of investments as well as alternative uses of assets.
Asset flexibility and the ability to re-deploy corporate resources in the face new competitive conditions are
essential features of effective risk management. Real options represent business opportunities that are
distinct from financial options by their dependence on idiosyncratic resources in the corporation. The market
price of the underlying asset corresponds to the investment value of the project and the strike price of the real
option corresponds to the required initial project investment. Hence, a real option structure constitutes a
right, but not an obligation, to carry out particular actions at some future point in time [18] and represent
incremental value to the corporation because they can be exercised under favourable conditions and left
alone if conditions are unfavourable. The real option structures are bounded by real market flexibilities
associated with the corporation’s input and output procurement (Figure 4).
- please insert Figure 4 about here -

The real option structures are shaped by corporate resources and capabilities including assets, processes, and
intellectual capital. Option structures can, for example, provide opportunities to implement new technologies
and procedures, offer new products and services, approach new customer segments, geographical markets,
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etc. A multinational enterprise has access to many diverse resources that provide a strong base for potential
real option structures. The real options can be conceived as strategic opportunities that establish unique
choices between alternative actions and thereby allow the corporation to change market position. Since the
choice to exploit these opportunities is under discretionary corporate control. Some strategic opportunities
are framed already within the firm’s existing resource-base and constitute so-called latent options that are
waiting to be discovered. Hence, it is necessary to recognize the existence of particular option structures and
potential business opportunities before they can be developed and eventually utilized. Strategic opportunities
are firm specific and the uncertainty that circumscribe them depends on the level of collective environmental
insight residing among managers and key individuals in the corporation. The utilization of identified option
structures for risk management purposes is, therefore, dependent on an effective corporate strategy process
where involvement and communication among organizational members can improve market insights and
support the options exercise decisions.

4

An integrative strategic risk perspective

In the past, many risks were handled by different corporate functions but this approach disregards
interactions between the risk factors. Instead management should identify the essential risks, assess the
associated exposures, and determine how the corporation should manage the exposures through hedging,
risk-transfer, and real option structures within a tolerable risk profile. To assess all the potential risks that
expose the corporation, senior management should perform a comprehensive risk review of all businesses
entities focused on the conditions that permeate their external environment as well as internal organizational
traits including productive assets, operational infrastructure, processes, human resources, etc. Such a focused
review can help identify risk factors that may inhibit the ability to achieve longer-term corporate objectives.
The identification of essential risk factors creates awareness around important environmental changes that
could affect corporate performance and could be used to develop responsive actions. Some risk factors may
not require immediate responses but are nonetheless brought to the attention of management for ongoing
consideration. In many ways, this is exactly what is supposed to take place in a formal strategic management
process, which embraces risk assessment as an integral part of the environmental analyses. This is consistent
with a risk management processes attempting to identify, monitor, and manage essential risk factors. The
analytical exercises in the strategic planning process may result in the completion of action plans aimed to
reach superior strategic positions and contingencies responding to potential changes. While this can prove
insufficient under extremely turbulent conditions, the analytical considerations should prepare decision
makers for unexpected events while supporting general risk awareness (Figure 5). Formalized risk control
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systems can monitor identified risk factors and initiate responses to mounting exposures akin to the strategic
control system exemplified in balanced scorecards and the like [19].
- please insert Figure 5 about here -

Conventional views on multinational corporate exposures primarily consider the impact from variations in
foreign exchange markets and longer-term effects from changing macroeconomic conditions. In this context,
it is important to consider interrelationships between financial and economic risk factors and not just assess
the short-term foreign exchange market risks in isolation. Over time changes in foreign exchange rates are
related to comparable moves in interest rate structures between currency areas as well as differences in
demand conditions, commercial default rates, and inflationary expectations across national economies.
Similarly, input supply, product demand, and competitive risk factors can be related to fluctuations in real
exchange rates. In other words, different types of financial and economic risk exposures are often interrelated
[20]. Therefore, it is important to consider interactions across the full range of risk factors that may affect
future corporate performance including political, economic, competitive, and technological risks. The
interrelatedness may also extend across other types of risk, such as, natural hazards, man-made disasters, and
terrorist events as they affect macroeconomic and financial market variables. Therefore, the challenge is to
consider all the relevant risk factors rather than adopting simple one-to-one mapping of risk exposures.
Accordingly, hedging practices should consider the entire corporate exposure profile and deal with the risk
factors in an integrative manner.
The assessment of risk effects on future corporate cash flows is typically performed across different time
horizons. Conventional analyses of potential effects from financial market volatilities is typically performed
within a near term perspective covering rather short-term accounting exposures. However, the more
uncertain and less quantifiable medium to longer-term exposures, including geopolitical and competitive
risks as well as natural hazards and terrorist events can be equally, if not more important. Whereas this is
generally recognized among corporate managers, it is rarely addressed in practice due to the ambiguity
involved in the handling of hard-to-quantify uncertainties. The significance of medium and longer-term
exposures of, say political, competitive, and technology risks is further accentuated by the changing nature of
the external business environment where disruptive hypercompetition is the order of the day [21]. In many
cases the true risk factors cannot even be known in advance and may arise without prior warning. Such
factors can also include operational risks where corporations are exposed to a number of internal
vulnerabilities related to process quality, control systems, etc. From a risk management perspective both
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external and internal risk factors are important and should be considered as the hallmark of a systematic
strategic management process.

6

Discussion

It is possible to use different derivative instruments to hedge and adjust financial and market related
exposures but it might not always be a viable route. For example, it is not be reasonable to use short-term
interest rate futures and medium-term interest rate swaps to modify the duration gap of a corporate equity
position, which reflects value effects on long-term assets and liabilities. In such cases, it is more appropriate
to modify the maturity structure of the assets and liabilities themselves, i.e., if the duration gap is considered
excessive it makes sense to reduce financial leverage and modify engagement in business projects with
distant prospective revenue streams. In other words, traded derivative instruments are meaningful tools to
modify short to medium-term financial exposures but if these exposures relate to longer-term economic risks,
the corporation may need to adjust the underlying business and funding strategies. For example, in situations
where a central foreign exchange rate seems to be developing in time cycles that exceed the maturities
offered in the derivatives markets other hedging approaches are required to do the job. The development in
the euro-dollar foreign exchange rate over the past decade displays such a situation. Hence, a number of
European based exporters with significant sales in the US market felt the heat during 2004 as the value of
their dollar receivables dropped. The European corporations that fared best during this period were
companies with overseas US manufacturing facilities and, therefore, could take advantage of a weaker dollar
to reduce the cost base.
Rapid-onset high-impact catastrophe risks such as natural disasters, man-made disasters, and terrorist events
are difficult to describe precisely and the associated risk-transfer solutions constitute a challenge to the risk
management practice. A multinational enterprise that has dispersed activities throughout the globe by the
same token achieves a degree of risk diversification because natural phenomena and terrorist actions rarely
are correlated across geographical locations. Nonetheless, to the extent significant productive corporate
resources are concentrated in specific exposed regions there is a need to mitigate and cover the exposures.
Reasonably diversified risks may be covered through comprehensive global insurance policies or could be
self-insured by the corporation. The large location specific exposures may be covered through facultative
excess-of-loss reinsurance contracts or could be prone to coverage through issuance of risk-linked
instruments in the global capital market. However, these risk-transfer solutions are still under development
and constitute an interesting potential in corporate risk management considerations.
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Other exposures are firm specific particularly with respect to operational and competitive risks that depend
on corporate resources and the ability to deploy them in effective responsive actions. As a consequence,
these risk factors and the responses to them must be considered and managed in view of the specific industry
and corporate environment. Hence, the identification of essential risks factors will differ from one
organization to another partly because business portfolios rarely are perfectly comparable and because risk
perceptions are influenced by knowledge imbedded in the organization. The effective handling of emerging
risks and unexpected competitive situations depends on the ability to sense environmental change and
mobilize internal resources in appropriate and timely responses. In this context, the identification and
creation of real options can help for the corporation’s ability to establish operational flexibilities and exploit
strategic opportunities but it is not a sufficient condition for superior performance. It is equally important to
devise internal processes that allow the corporation to improve the execution of strategic opportunities that
can result in superior returns [18]. Hence, an important step towards more effective strategic risk
management practices is to recognize that firms must be able create relevant real option structures as well as
effectively exploit them under conditions of environmental turbulence.
The foundation for effective strategic risk management lies in top management’s imposition of an internal
risk awareness culture and the monitoring of essential risk exposures. To furnish corporate responsiveness it
is necessary to instil a managerial mindset that is sensitive to new environmental developments, display
openness to change, and a willingness to challenge prevailing mental models [22]. The corporation should
maintain an organizational structure that facilitates change and adaptive responses when significant
environmental changes occur. Whereas the integrative perspective is primarily imposed on a formal planning
framework it also depends on more complex informal process that takes place across organizational entities.
Organizations that are able to effectively coordinate work tasks across flexible networks of functional
entities and individual specialists have a better chance to interpret information about environmental change
and convert it into relevant responsive actions. These networks are supported by informal communication
capabilities and can be enhanced by use of advanced information technologies. Open communication
channels among managers throughout the organization reduce information distortion and enable coordination
of organizational tasks. Richer and more detailed information can be processed because it is registered and
exchanged closer to the original sources without major distortions. The fact that the information can be
exchanged, reviewed, and commented by managers from different functional areas can facilitate the
interpretive process of the information and lead to better responses.
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7

Conclusion

Instituting a general awareness about environmental risk factors is a way to sharpen an organization’s ability
to manage risk exposures more effectively. To the extent management can engage and train key people
across the organization to observe the changing environment and ponder about the possible consequences for
the corporation the higher the likelihood that the organization will be able to respond to turbulent conditions
in a timely manner. The engagement in formal risk assessment exercises can provide a better understanding
of corporate exposures and enhance general risk awareness but obviously does not constitute a universal
provision to avoid unfortunate consequences of exogenous events. The fact that some of the major
components in contemporary risk scenarios are determined by elements that cannot be known in advance
such as technological innovation, competitor moves, natural hazards, man-made disasters, and terrorist
events accentuates this point. While formal risk management can sharpen recognition around identified risk
factors it is equally important to establish a corporate ability to sense and react to hitherto unknown
environmental threats and opportunities.
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Figure 1

A Formal Risk Classification Framework
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Figure 2

A Corporate Risk-Transfer and Financing Structure
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Figure 3

A Formalized Risk Management Process
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engage in risk financing
modify economic exposures

Figure 4

Financial and Real Market Flexibilities
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Figure 5

The Strategic Risk Management Process
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